Gait freezing in Parkinson's disease and the stride length sequence effect interaction.
Freezing of gait (FOG) has been identified as one of the main contributors to gait disturbances in Parkinson's disease. While the pathophysiology remains enigmatic, several factors such as step length and the sequence effect (step to step reduction in amplitude) may lead to the occurrence of FOG. It was hypothesized that by reducing step length, FOG episodes would present more frequently if a significant sequence effect (measured as a regression slope) was co-existent in the subject. Twenty-six participants with Parkinson's disease were separated clinically into a freezing (PD + FOG, n = 16) and non-freezing (PD-FOG, n = 10) group, with 10 age-matched control participants. Testing involved walking trials where preferred step length was set at 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% of normalized step length. The number of FOG episodes increased in the 50% condition and further increased in the 25% condition compared to other conditions. The participants with FOG also demonstrated a larger average regression slope, with significant differences in the 75%, 50% and 25% conditions when compared to the PD-FOG and control groups. There were no significant differences when comparing the slope of the PD-FOG and control group, indicating the reduced step length and the sequence effect may have led to the occurrence of FOG. These findings support the possible dual requirement of a reduced step length and a successive step to step amplitude reduction to lead to FOG.